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(Continued from page 118)

Do not forget to note that the syrnbols of the three funda-
mental forms taken singly represent: 100, a pinacoid; 110, a

Iace.
I one axis and is Palallel to two
rarallel to one axis and cuts two;
cuts all three axes. This rule

)\Y any face lies, and to give the
proper narne to the face; or, having a named face, to give it an
approximate symbol.'^ 

Any face with a dash over its first symbol lies at the back of
a crystal; all without are in front' AII rvithout a dash over the
secoird symbol are to the right of the a axis; if without a clash on
the third symbol, above the & axis'

The siuclent'should know what kind of faces the following
are: 100, 410, 310, 210 and 110. They are all in one zone. Note
that 410 it u fu."'slanting only slightly from the front pigacoid
100. Write the series 120 to the side pinacoid 010, also 140 to
the back pinacgid 100. Continue in the s&m-e way to the other
side pinacoid 010, and to the front pinacoicl 100 -again'

Such a seriei as 010, 041, 031, etc., could be represented by
clrawing the b and r axes as two lines on paper at right angles to
each ot*her and 12 inches long frour the center. At 6 inches out
from the center mark them 2, at 4 inches out 3, and at 3 inches
out 4; the outer ends mark 1. Join the 1, (or 010) ̂ to^t^\e | (o^r

001) d,ncl also the 1' (010) to each of the other points ?, 002 the 3,
003'and the 4, 004 that would give you the slant of the faces 011,
012, 013 and tit+ tho not their position. - 1'o get a clear i4gq gf
the'series of faces draw a line at the end of the c axis parallel to
the D axis this would represent the face 001' At 2 inches from
the c axis on this line draw a second line parallel to the 014. From
2 inches further along on this second line draw a third parallel .to
013. In the same iav draw 012 and 011. This can be easily
done with a pair of parallel rulers. Complete t-his.-quadrant by
starting at 010, drawing four lines to where the 021 line meets the
011 line. See diagram on the following page.

If desired, coirplete the other three quadrants. tle point.to
observe here is thal the first set of lines drarvn as indicated by
the symbols give the directions, tho not the positions .of the
faces. In the- isometric or cubic system, perfect crystals ter-rd to
have equal faces ancl be about equilly thick each way, but this is
not at all essential.
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Figure 1. Tsr lVlrrsoo or Duwrxc rse ZoNr OtO_Ott_OOt.(x%)

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES

THE PIIILADELPHIA MINERALOGICAL SOCIETY

W,lcNnR Fnnn INsrrrurn or Scrnwcn, Surrnunnn lB, lgl7.

At Overbrook, l{essrs. Oldach, Warford, Guehee and Gordon fountl
numerous Brnalt crystale of quartz, of a very modified type.

Mr. oldach reported the results of the society's trip to Friedensville
and llellertown. At Friedensvillcgood rul;;i""-i'u, obiuin"d,-;;J--;n ;li
crystals of limonite pseudomorph after pyrite noted. At Hellertbwn,";;;:
enite, beraunite,.and wavellite in good sireeimens were obtained. A ;i.it;;;
pald to the small limestone cave there.




